
EDUCATION University of Pisa 
2007/13, Pisa, 110/110 with Honors.

École Nationale Des Ponts et Chaussées
2012/13, Paris 

San Diego State University
2010, San Diego

WORK 
EXPERIENCE AKT II

2015 - Present

University of Pisa
2012, 2014 - 2016, Pisa

Schlaich Bergermann und partner
2014, Stuttgart

Waagner-Biro
2014 - 2015, Vienna

SOFTWARE

SAP2000, ABAQUS, SOFiSTiK, Dlubal, Robot, Etabs. 

C#, C++, F#, Python, MatLab, Mathematica.

Optimization (nl-GD, GA, Swarm, Dynamic, MC), Machine Learning (sklearn, keras), Eigen3, CGAL, LibIGL

Grasshopper (Rhino), Revit, Dynamo.

Research internship and courses. One research paper.

Exchange program on environmental engineering.

2012 | Assistant of Mechanics of Structures.
2015 - Present | Fellow at the chair of Structural Design.

Structural Engineer
Structural design of world-renowned stadia.

Structural Engineer & Computational Engineer
Structural design and programming of in-house tools for 
structural optimization and analysis of complex structures.

Structural Engineer & Computational Engineer 
Modelling and anylizing complex structures, creating ad-
hoc software.

Master Degree in Building Engineering and Architecture.
top25/1632 for Engineering.
2nd/213 for the double degree.

mini MBA
2013, Pisa

Seminars and workshops on entrepreneurship, start-
ups, finance, jointly with MBA students and alumni.

FEA

Programming

Comp.Sci.

Design

10/August/1988
LinkedIn| http://lnkd.in/772HiG	 @|	lorenzogreco@gmail.com	 m|	+39	340	5228320	
Extensive	cv	and	portfolio|	www.parametricism.co.uk/cv

Lorenzo GRECO
Mother:	Italian	|	Excellent:	English,	French	|	Beginner:	German,	Spanish

12/8/2014 upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f0/SchlaichBergmannundPartnerLogo.svg

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f0/SchlaichBergmannundPartnerLogo.svg 1/1

OTHER 
ACTIVITIES

 – Machine Learning and Optimization techniques for steel end-plate connections. Engineering Applications of 
Artificial Intelligence (wip)

 – Optimized Quad Gridshell from Stress Field and Curvature Field, Advances in Architectural Geometry (wip).
 – Computational Architecture: Development, Optimization and Design. Advances in Architectural Geometry (2014). 

[link]
 – Investigation of elastic behaviour of reciprocal system using homogenization techniques. IASS (2013). [link]

MAIN
PUBLICATIONS

parametricism.co.uk
2013 - Present

Software Developer
www.parametricism.co.uk
Developing software and plugins mainly for the Architecture Engineering Construction (AEC) industry.
Automatization and optimization.

www.akt-uk.com
http://www.parametricism.co.uk/blog/portfolio/advances-in-architectural-geometry-aag14/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B84aOLmAZwyPT3ZsRkxycFNuTjQ/


GEOMETRY RATIONALIZATION
STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION

Custom scripts and Grasshopper
- Adaptive Form-Finding
- Fabricability optimization
- Surface optimization (top-down, bottom-up)
- Advanced geometry modeling and optimization
- Panelization [video]



[link] to the video

I created a GH script performing a full 
Panelization of any Free Form surface, given 
the panel boundaries.
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It works in two phases:
1. General reduction of curvatures. The 

shape is optimized minimizing fictitious 
energies such as node-node distance 
and non-planarity

2. Panelization using Toroidal, Cylindrical 
and Planar panels

Max Deviation: 2mm.

On the right: zebra analysis and mold 
distribution.
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Surface rationalization and Panelization

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMnx_xM3yZk


Form-finding process
Shape found and node-torsion analysis
Reparametrization of complex surfaces
Form finding of a reciprocal system 
(workshop with Daniel Piker and Gennaro Senatore)
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(top)
The glass panels are optimized in order 
to decrease their curvature (cheaper to 
produce).
Superposition of the new disposition 
(red) on the previews one (black).
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Reduction of panel curvature.

(right)
Corner displacement from initial 
position.
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Single and Multi-Objective Formfinding 
and Structural optimization [link]

Grasshopper script and output plot for 
four different load patterns.  The algorithm 
maximizes resistance and stiffness by 
optimizing the distribution of steel. 
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Single and Multi-Objective Formfinding

Beam thickness optimization

Form finding and structural 
optimization 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQ4F9SBq2q4


Integrating CGAL (C++ Computer graphics library) within AEC 
workflow
CGAL is an open source C++ library. I’ve expanded it to take advantage of its 
efficient algorithms and use them in the AEC workflow.

Applications:
- refinement of mesh for FEA
- Mesh generation and optimization for CFD analysis
- Complex geometry manipulation, navigation and optimization

This was done also by creating a C# wrapper to interface it with other 3d CAD 
commercial software.

Automatic fine meshing of complex geometry for CFD

Mesh reparameterization with 
tensor aligned fields

Semi-automatized mesh refinement 
for FEA



PROGRAMMING
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

- C#
- C++
- Python
- F#

- AEC
- Software interoperability
- SAP2000, Revit, Grasshopper, Rhino, Robot, 
Sofistik, Straus



I developed a framework called re.AKT at 
AKT II whose purpose is to share geometric, 
structural and BIM models across multiple 
software such as Grasshopper, SAP2000, 
Revit, SOFISTIK, Robot, Microstation, Excel.

It’s written in C# and F#, it’s made of 735 .cs 
files in the 19 main projects, adding up to 3.9 
MB of pure code.

Some of the main features:
- Multi-threaded so it can export to several 
software at the same time, while the user 
can continue their work.
- It exposes functions and APIs.
- It’s not a GH plugin it’s a standalone but can 
be operated via a GH plugin to create models 
and use its functions.
- Extensible.

Re.AKT



curvature analysis of an isosurface and curvature field integration

Machine Learning algorithms: 
Neural Network, kd-Trees, Random 

Forest

continuous and discrete 
tensor field manipulation

shortest 
topological and 

physical path

Dodo is a grasshopper plugin for scientific 
calculations.

It features a NL gradient free optimizer, 
Neural Networks, Mesh analysis, shortest 
paths, topological search, n-dimensional 
algebra and tools for enhanced workflow.

[link]

DODO - Grasshopper Plugin

http://www.parametricism.co.uk/blog/portfolio/dodo-has-reborn-a-new-plugin-for-grasshopper/


I developed a tool interfacing with FE 
packages for cross-section optimization.

It gives the user the possibility to choose 
what kind of optimization to pursue, 
optimum condition to reach and export data.

Custom gh/Rhino plugins

Custom GH and Rhino plug-ins to maximize the workflow efficiency 
by importing/exporting data large and complicated geometries 
back and forth to FE Software, Excel spreadsheets, SQL Databases 
and so on.

Beam analyzer

Program integrating beam formulas 
for quick structural analysis.

The software beside calculating 
exact beam solution shows formulas 
so that engineers can double check.

Users can export the analysis to 
Excel with actual formulas in the 
cells so they can check them and 
look at formulas.

Structural Optimization Interface

Structural Optimization Interface



Flux <-> SAP

Flux Messenger

FluxBox

Flux <-> SAP interfaces the structural software SAP2000 with the cloud to share FE models and results.

The second Flux tool is a messenger to communicate and create logs on projects.

Flux is a cloud platform for 
software interoperability 
focused on the AEC industry.

The third Flux tool is dropbox-style application which synchronizes files to/from Flux.



Machine Learning

- Python
- sklearn
- Tensorflow



I’ve started investigating the use of AI in AEC.

- Best steel connection predication
- Portal frame selection
- Gridshells

Artificial Intelligence in AEC (Architecture, 
Engineering, Construction)

Choosing the best algorithms for 
best-portal selection

1) Choosing the best algorithms for 
steel joint
2) sensitivity analysios
3) accuracy check



ADVANCED FEA
AUTOMATIZED ANALYSIS

- Non Linear Plastic/3rd order Analysis
- Non Linear buckling
- Dynamic Non Linear
- Automatization through scripting



Advanced load case design

Free forms require advanced load design, 
for snow, wind, live load, to maximize their 
effect according to Eurocodes.

I wrote some particular algorithms 
accordingly.

On the right it’s shown the snow distribution 
of a free form glass roofing.

Asymmetric snow distribution on a free form

Continuous research [IASS13] [AAG14]

I presented a paper and a poster at the prestigious conferences IASS13 and AAG14.
From January 2015 I’m an honorary fellow at University of Pisa, member of the computational group for building engineering.
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Shear Displacement Bending moment
Reciprocal structure (Nexorade) FEM analysis

Optimum beam orientation analysis

Automatic generation of complex Load Cases

Reciprocal Frame Structures

http://www2.ing.unipi.it/griff/


Abaqus and python

Node data is automatically exported from 
GH or other software and pulled through 
Python scripting into ABAQUS, performing 
buckling and non-linear analysis.

#Rectangular Beam Section
height=0.25
wide=0.1
thickness=t  
Inertia=height**3*thickness/12.00-(height-
t)**3*(wide-t)/12.00

#Section material
E=210e3
nu=0.3
G=E/(2*(1+nu))

#Part 1
mdb.models[‘Model-1’].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, 
name=’PART-1’, type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

# MATERIAL,SHAPE
mdb.models[‘Model-1’].Material(name=’Material-1’)
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Python scripting: parametric generation of models and iterative analysis

FEM non-linear analysis of 4 steel beams connecting through a cast-iron node.
NL-Buckling analysis of a pipe.

Advanced FEA with custom scripts

Louvre Abu Dhabi

At Waagner-Biro I was involved in FE analysis 
of complex details and analysis of secondary 
structures. [link]

I was also responsible for developing in-house 
applications and plugins for structural analysis 
and improved workflow.

FEA for Louvre Abu Dhabi

http://www.thenational.ae/uae/tourism/the-stars-of-louvre-abu-dhabi---video


Structural Analysis
Building Projects

- Formfinding
- Dynamic NL-analysis
- NL-Buckling analysis
- Limit analysis, Pushover
- Wind turbolence
- CFD

- Design to Fabrication
- Automatized CAD drawing
- Export in BIM



Kistefos Museum

Kistefos Museum is a bridge museum by architect BiG. The project involved form finding of beam arrangement, geometrical and 
structural optimization and finally export to Revit. All was managed through an automatized workflow.

Serpentine Pavillon 2016

Serpentine Pavillon 2016 by BIG. Very tight deadlines, innovative material (GFRP), design to production, complex geometry, 2k 
unique connections, 18k+ bolts, automatized structural checks and optimization of box thicknesses and arrangement.



At schlaich bergermann und partner I was working  in the stadia design team.

This stadium is designed by HdeM and the roof structural scheme is a novel concept which takes inspiration from the spoke wheel, 
very much used in the tensegrity stadia designed by SBP.

Stamford Bridge - Chelsea Stadium

Estadio Nacional de Venezuela

This stadium is designed by RSHP and features a tensegrity roof. This is one of the main strength of SBP, and it exploits the concept 
of the spoke wheel to resist the actions.
[link]

http://www.dezeen.com/2014/01/28/rogers-stirk-harbour-football-stadium-venezuela/


Design Space:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VzfZSJFIbxY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC3UC1z_lOs



Workshop with Daniel Picker and Gennaro Senatore on the form-finding and fabrication of a reciprocal frame system.

Form found and optimized shape 3d printed at SmartGeometry 2013

Workshops and Fabrication



Optimization Algorithms
Case Studies

- Formfinding
- Dynamic NL-analysis
- NL-Buckling analysis
- Limit analysis, Pushover
- Wind turbolence
- CFD

- Design to Fabrication
- Automatized CAD drawing
- Export in BIM


